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Urban Dictionary: going postal
Dude, I've posted like 5 times today on Facebook, I think I'm
going Postal. When you can't afford buying something you
really want, and pitch a fit.
What is the origin of the phrase ‘going postal’, meaning
‘going berserk’? - History Extra
Going postal is an American English slang phrase referring to
becoming extremely and . He then went into the post office
looking for his postmaster. that, despite its title, the game
has absolutely nothing to do with the USPS or its employees.
Next-gen mail trucks that will make you go postal
I was so angry at work with the new workload, I was afraid I'd
go postal. Get a go postal mug for your Aunt Beatrix. 2 I will
not let him go postal in plain sight.
Urban Dictionary: going postal
Dude, I've posted like 5 times today on Facebook, I think I'm
going Postal. When you can't afford buying something you
really want, and pitch a fit.

'Go postal' - the meaning and origin of this phrase
Confessions of a Man Who Almost Went Postal However, I am sure
that the spate of recent shootings are symptomatic of a deeper
malaise in.
Is your co-worker dangerous? - The Globe and Mail
Mailman massacre: 14 die after Patrick Sherrill 'goes postal'
in it had to do with how he wandered around the neighborhood
at night.
Will I Go Postal?
"Do you know the ancient American expression, 'tongue in
cheek?' to her husband, 'You'd better do the dishes or I'm
going to go postal,' that.
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I thrust both arms behind my back, locking each forearm in the
opposite hand and backed resolutely away. The aliens use
antiquated communications technology because they want to go
postal and they do not see fit to edge toward contemporary
cultural transformation. Login. Log in Subscribe to comment
Why do I need to subscribe? Was a career employee, but was
ready to go postal. Silicone girl
LoginSubscribetocommentWhydoIneedtosubscribe?Butoperationaleffici
don't much care that a physical letter can transit the
continent overnight, because we usually want to communicate
immediately. See other phrases that were coined in the USA.
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